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SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
CLASS OF 2022
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
Commencement 2022

SUNDAY, THE TWENTY-SECOND OF MAY
TWO THOUSAND AND TWENTY-TWO

SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL
NINE O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
ONE THIRTY IN THE AFTERNOON

LEADER BANK PAVILION
290 NORTHERN AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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### PHOTOGRAPHY INFORMATION

A professional photographer will be taking pictures as graduates cross the stage. For more information and to order photos, contact GRADIMAGES at 1-800-261-2576 or gradimages.com.
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

Prelude
Boston Brass Ensemble
Dave Burdett, Conductor

Processional
(Please rise)

Academic Procession
Hana Parks Davis
Marshal
Zachary Minh-Triêt Tran, MBA ’22
Alexia Baugniet, MHA ’22
Stephen James Rykola, Jr., BSBA ’22
Alfredo Serrano Figueroa, Jr., BSBA ’22
Student Marshals

Call to Commencement Exercises & Welcome
Amy Z. Zeng
Dean, Sawyer Business School

National Anthem
Annicia Smith, MHA ’22

President’s Remarks
Marisa J. Kelly
President

Presentation of Candidate for Honorary Degree
Tracey Riley
Associate Dean, Online Programs; Associate Professor, Accounting & Business Law

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Commercial Science

Commencement Address
Tim Ryan
US Chair and Senior Partner, PwC

Class Greetings
Taylor Monteiro, BSBA ’22
Gibson Laborde, MBA ’22

Conferring of Graduate Degrees

Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees

Closing Remarks
Amy Z. Zeng

Recessional
KEYNOTE SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT:
TIM RYAN

Boston native Tim Ryan is a business leader, relationship builder, and innovator committed to building trust and solving important problems.

As US chair and senior partner of PwC, he is credited with reimagining the company for the modern era, leading a complete digital transformation to get ahead of the rapid pace of change in the industry by bringing people, capabilities, and technology together to support clients in trust-centered, long-term relationships.

During his first week as PwC chair in 2016, Ryan saw the need for more explicit conversations around diversity, inclusion, and equity in business and opened a firmwide conversation about race in the workplace.

He went on to found CEO Action for Diversity & Inclusion, the largest CEO-driven business commitment to advance diversity, equity, and inclusion in the workplace. In 2021, he renewed the firm’s commitment to Access Your Potential, to support a more equitable future for 25,000 Black and Latinx college students—10,000 of whom PwC US aspires to hire within the next five years—through advanced mentorship, technology, and career-readiness training.

Ryan serves on the boards of the Brookings Institution and the Financial Accounting Foundation. He is also chair of the Center for Audit Quality’s governing board, a nonpartisan, nonprofit group dedicated to enhancing investor confidence and public trust in the global capital markets. He earned his BA from Babson College.
Candidates for
GRADUATE DEGREES
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN ACCOUNTING
Tanya Cheng

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN FOUNDATIONS OF ACCOUNTING AND TAXATION
Sumeet S. Gill

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING AND REPORTING
Justin Devlin White

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS ESSENTIALS
Dale Earnest

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS FUNDAMENTALS
Meaghan Montgomery

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN DATA ANALYTICS
Zoya Quraishi

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Moshe A. Rancier

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN NON-PROFIT MANAGEMENT
Daniela Chapman

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN TEAMS AND INNOVATION
Madison Burton

MASTER IN MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Allison Carey
Candice Cole
Maureen L. Dooley
Ofeliya Huseynzade
Emma Kaitlin Kristal
Shihao Liang
Carlin Lu
Hieu Trung Nguyen
Alisha Gabrielle Wofford

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING

Melis Acikgoz
Ruha Adelkar
Andrea Aguilera
Robert Alcock
Rahina Andre
Sergio Bento
Mackenzie Bush
Jiaying Chen
Pei-Yu Chen
Honey Jairaj Chhatani
Ruth Christmas
Man Yi Jennifer Chua
Chia-Jung Chuang
Nicole Marie Dassau
Bridget Downey
Caitlyn FitzGerald
Kylene Gause
Simran Gulati
Nermeen Hegazy
Takashi Hirano
Nanthawee Hirunchunha
Matt Larkin
Kuo-Yu Lee
Zheng Li
Hongyan Lin
Katell Kaina Luengo
Manasa Shankar Mantha
Greeshma Menon
Duong Nguyen
Rami Huu Nguyen
Jinsu Park
Pornthip Piyatrakulpat
Andrew Sciaudone
Dishant Singh
Natalia Andrea Soto Aponte
John Stafford
Suchika Vasanth Kumar Suvarna
Sofie Svelander
Yafeng Tian
Irina Tuseeva
Weizheng Wang
Yin Ye
Xiao Zhang
Zeyang Zhao

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Melis Acikgoz
Aanuoluwapo Elizabeth Adelana
Andrea Aguilera
Shivam Ahuja
Wejdan Alraddadi
Hani Alsaied
Noah Anszperger
Katerina Eleni Antoniou
Naiguang Bai
Elena Becker
Vamsi Bommisetti
Courtney Patricia Brooks
Joshua Caballero
Kayla Campbell
Oscar Leonardo Cardenas Castro
Fergie Chandra
Nicholas Chanthavong
Yu-Ting Chiu
Sebastian Cuadros
Aeon Denigris
Radhika Dholakia
Thomas M. Dickinson, Jr.
Ahmed Eldemerdash
Kennarath Em
Evelyn Angito Enyaku
Bryanne Fitzgerald
Shaili Pradeepkumar Ganatra
Kylene Gause
Aleya Giardinella
Kelly Giraldo
Joseph Hamilton
Sakshi Haria
Amanda Ho
Victor Holmes
Martin Derrick Iga
Esther Ikwani
Kayla Karlsen
Nirosha Katta
Aaron LaPorte
Le Tran Duc Tuan
Chieh-Chen Tuan
Zheng Li
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Yu-Jen Lin
Katell Kaina Luengo
Manasa Shankar Mantha
Mario Jaime Mathiss
Charles John McCarthy
Declan James Mee
William Tucker Mee
Matthew Mees
Priyam Ashvinkumar Mehta
Rachel Victoria Mosesso
Jemima Musangu
Withny R. Mycout
Manasa Nallavelli
Duong Nguyen
Quynh Nguyen
Eunice Bavukana Nzuka
Megha Maharshi Patel
Monal Patel
Shiv Shailes Patel
Benediktus Brian Prasetya
Puthimon Ruckpoung
Abhinandan Sagarika Bansidhar
Tereza Sahakyan
Alister Lloyd Acosta Santos
Dhruvin Shah
Tiffany Sherman
Ji Shi
Belal Uddin Sohel
Yashoda Sookraj
Amy Tebaldi
Dung Tieu
Orhan Itimat Tilki
Joseph J. Topor II
Flora Tran
Zachary Minh-Triêt Tran
Jonathan Vance
Jonathan Chakrid Vechmamontien
Ana Velez
Haixi Wang
Yige Wang
Yu-Szu Wang
Xiangyue Yang
Kai Tsir Yap

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING

Polina Abaturova
Hani Alsaied
Cedric Anglade
Benjamin Astley-Sparke
Mark Joseph Barton
Dairen Bonyuet
Lindsey Bourgery
Daniel Cabrera
Daniel Chamberlain
Kevin Eric Chan
Brooke Chapman
Wilnie Charlot
Ryan Cooney
Ashlynn Curnow
Scott Damon
Kristen Donahue
Kim-Loan Nguyen
Samantha Vieira
Chloe Gill
Breandan Haley
Yiqian Huang
Joice Aparecida Izabel
Matthew Kelliher
Natallia Klimovich
Pei Kuang
Elizabeth LaFortune
Blayne Lee

Yuerong Li
Karmen Luk
Dustin MacConnell
Cassandra Palencia
Jessica Rosemary Mantia
Miranda Matthews
Andrew McGuinness
Hannah Marie McNulty
Julie Quyen Nguyen
Kevin Perperian
Emily Rocca
Mykel Roche
Ashton Rogers
Aboyowa Rogers
George Ross
Samantha R. Sagnella
Brian Saponaro
Andy Shito
Teri Marie Sonjara
Michael Joseph Sorrentino
Declan Taber
Dung Tieu
Musu Turay
Emelie Watson
Ka Yi Wong
Chi-Ting Yen

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION

Aristides A. Cardoso
Christopher Cocci
Cailin Conlon
Scott Damon
Jessica Rosemary Mantia
Miranda Matthews
Corey McGurn
Sara Molina

Josephine Wanjiru Mwaniki
Audrey Claudette Ngo Batjom
Jacob O’Brien
Michael Joseph O’Donoghue
Junior R. Pailiere
Caroline Samaras
Jyoti Sharma

MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

Polina Abaturova
Fathima Alungal Kamal
Cedric Anglade

Li Bai
Tao Bai
Mariana Correa
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE (continued)

Brian DeAcetis, Jr.
Anh Dien
Huimin Chen
Hunter Davyd DiLorenzo
Valandy Dominique
Abdelrahman Elbrolosy
Delgerjargal Enkhbat
Michael Fradin
Sean Harmon
Chloe N. Hoang
Derrrik Jones
Fabian Kirsch
Vinh Lang
Hoa Le
Quancheng Li
Rebeca Moura
Camden Moya
Nabih Nabulsi
Nandhini Narendran Geetha
Quynh Nguyen

Bhushan Dhanpal Palesha
Thomas Pekkarinen
Rohan Prasad
Romina Romei
Brandon Matthew Rosenberg
Abhinandan Sagarika Bansidhar
Yash Amit Sapani
Reema Savalia
Ruixue Shao
Miltiades Terzis
Klausa Topi
Cindy Tran
Hardika Trivedi
Juan Camilo Ucros Bautista
Tong Wang
Qi Wu
Daxi Zhao
Catherine Zheng
Liliana A. Zygouris

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL SERVICES AND BANKING

Nicholas Kennedy

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Sean Christopher Barry
Bryan Bates
Maria Bottari
Christina Broughton
Candelaria Buten
Scott Campanella
Justin Casanova-Davis
Christopher Costello
Askani Cruz
Miranda Desir
Sherraine Diaz
Christopher Donato
Matthew Durkin
Emma Patricia Feeley
Isabella Fierimonte
Keffrey Foster
Ruth Georges
Meredith Graf

Nicole Hamwey
Elizabeth Gallerizzo Hartsgrove
Christina E. Hope
Fiona Hult
Joanne James
Onika Clarke-Jenkins
Valentina Yunqi-Yang Joseph
Terina Marie Keller
Lauren LeBlanc
Yahaira López
Michael Francis McCall
Cynthia Muchine
Nicholas Nunez
Jennifer Pottle
Annicia Lanaia Smith
Derrrik Trombley
Jason Wright

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
Talia Abrams-Kudan
Alex Agudosi
Janelli Bethania Aguilar
Ahmed Aloraini
Wejdan Alraddadi
Victoria Naa Oye Armah
Gherardo Maria Astaldi
Sarah Q. Baldauf
Bryan Terrance Barry
Jeffrey Bartoloni
Jacqlyne Nicole Basile
Jeanlee Bazile
Sergio Bento
Suzanne Bernard
Yanira Bonilla
Paul Brauer
Courtney Patricia Brooks
Erica Brown
Christopher Bryant
Alyssa Bufis
Jacqueline Burr
Ryan Burrichter
Daniel Cabrera
Cailin Caira
Jonathan Jesus Candido
Cameron Carito
Scott Michael Carlson
Jalila Cartwright
Nicole Castro
Alyssa Ann Chatani
Valerie Chen
Wai Cheung
Carlos A. Cintron
Derek Clements
Meaghan Rose Cloherty
Natasha K. Ferraris-Connors
Maranjelys Cortijo
Nicole Marie Dassau
Symantha Davies
Darcy Delaney
Stephen Delsonno
Brian Denzak
Venny DePina

Sarina DiDino
Bryan Doherty
Bhavya Jayprakash Doshi
Amani Dottin-Raines
Urania Agyemang Duah
Hervis Elezi
Alexander Ensign
Monét Eugene
Amanda Farrell
Marta Fedik
Joseph Feeney
Breno Fiamma
Aleya Giardinella
Christopher Michael Gildea
Frederick Griffin
Olga Gritchina
Joshua Guthlein
Melanie Haeflich
Asobu Hanada
Kyle Harris
Javier Heinsen
Amanda Ho
Esther Ikwani
Linna Jalinskas
Tameka J. Johnson
Sherley Jules
Stanislav Kaplaukhov
Nora Karam
Kayla Karlsen
James G. Kelly
Fabian Kirsch
Korapat Kuttakarn
Gibson Theodore Laborde
Endy Lau
Hoa Le
Victoria Gail Leisey
Nigel Leo
Elizabeth Lesperance
Ryan Lindeman
Sarah M. Lowney
Karmen Luk
Dustin MacConnell
Casey MacDonald
Joseph Francis MacDonald  
Peter Maki  
Simran Makker  
Kianna Marcello  
Katharine Elizabeth Marlow  
Conner Carrington Marshall  
Mario Jaime Mathiss  
Julia Marie McAlpin  
Cassandra Rose McBride  
Brendan McManus  
Scott McNamie  
Priyam Ashvinkumar Mehta  
Tania Michelle Melkonian  
Adilson Mendes  
Abby Artemia Mendez  
Alexander A. Merkushin  
Anna Mikhailova  
Andrew Miller  
Cinzia Michela Mizenko  
Rebeca Moura  
Nabih Nabulsi  
Cassandra Mary Nedder  
Hoang Nguyen  
Jenny Nguyen  
Ansa Nisar  
Eunice Bavukana Nzuka  
Olivia O’Leary  
Angela Ouyang  
Jack Paleczny  
Monal Patel  
Kevin Perperian  
Nicole Picariello  
Fredna Pierre  
Paul Pollano  
Amanda Powell  
Igor Pryadko  
Sruthi Radhakrishnan  
Jesse Randle  
James M. Reilly  
Nefforis Ricaurte  
Jade Rivera  
Jessica Robert  
Stephen Rodas  
Addison Root  
Brandon Matthew Rosenberg  
Charles Ruble  
Francesco Saia  
David Antonio Sanchez  
Allyson Santo  
Svetlana Savage  
Rachel Sazonick  
Brian Schindler  
Christian Seariac  
Alexis Shaftel  
Robert Shaw  
Tiffany Sherman  
Ji Shi  
Emmalie Snyder  
Yashoda Sookra  
John Stefanidis  
Ernest Stephens  
Christina Gray Stetson  
Eliza Story  
Jenna Lynn Swanson  
April Tam  
Stephanie Tarpy  
Keith E. Taylor  
Michael Thomas  
Zachary Minh-Triết Tran  
Irina Tuseeva  
James Tyrrell  
Ryan Varilek  
Ana Velez  
Dzeneta Velic  
Haixi Wang  
Ian Welch  
Martha Woodside  
Rachel Worster  
Lisa Yang  
Meng Yu  
Daniel Zalewski  
Yu Zhang

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Alexandra Andrews
Justin Baker
Therese Consalvo
Elaine Cope Eatough
Adel Djam
Jacquelyn S. Drye
Michael Karlsson

Daniel Kisiel
Dashawn McGlown
Nicholas Pellegrino
Carmen Leonor Quiñonez Roche
Sherlley M. Telusma
Tonimarie Ruth Black Welch
Julia Wong
Candidates for
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

* Valentim Diniz Abrao
  Amer Abuhasan
  Olamilekan Adedeji
*** Linda Elsie Audrey Adoube
  Melissa Aguila
  Oluwatumininu Akinyombo
  Ahmad Akkawi
* Eralt Akshia
  Maktoum Al Blooshi
  Nuha Al-Shair
  Ahmed Fuad Darwish Al Zaabi
* Ajlan Alajlan
  Khaled Alalawi
  Jairo Aldana
  Ahmed A. O. Alfarouqi
* Mohammed Saad N. Alkathiri
  Isa Alkhalifa
** Khaid Alkhalifa
  Shaikh Ahmed Alkhalifa
  Ahmed Almutawa
  Juleyvis Alvarez
  Romario Amaya
  Gasdwise Ambroise
** Mohammed Ammar
  Laryssa Antunes
  Jose Araujo
  Bernardo Arellano
  Sofia Arteaga Garcia
  Sevin Artik
* Ilda Ascic
  Svieltana Augusto
* Jack Austin
* Daniela Avila
  Sydney Avtges
* Tyler Baggett
  Warheal Balata
  Joseph Barros
  Jacob Barrows
* Naomi Bell Avalon Barton
* Jacob Beaulieu
  John David Berakah
  Nahom Betre
* Marc Birbiglia
  Mark Blake
*** Fiona Braco

* Alexandra Nichole Brand
  Anna Breau
* Catherine Joan Brennan
** Gledi Bresha
** Madison-Rose Britto
** Karina Elizabeth Bua
  Isa Buachale
** Nicole Buchanan
** Caelin Buck
  Kelsey Bugden
*** Johny Bui
  Adam Burkle
  Kamaria Bynoe
  Sterling Byrd
*** Bryo Cahyadi
  Stela Cala
  Chanele Camah
  Ana Beatriz Campos
*** Samantha Cannan
  Dung Viet Cao
  Leslie Cao
** Brittany Rosanne Capezzuto
  Samuel Christopher Carmosino
** Olavo Carneiro
  Bruno Carreira
  Jeremy Castle
  Johnte Cenescar
** Arla Cenomeri
*** Lacey Chambers
*** Nicholas Charrette
** Jiaen Chen
  Yani Chen
  Faye Cheng
* Connie Cheung
  Iusef Chihan
  Abigail Kathryn Fowler Chikukwa
  Robert James Chipman III
* Kuntheroath Chiv
  Aaron Christian
  Anthony Cieri
*** Aubrey Payton Clark
*** Dylan Comtois
  Lainnie Connor
  Giorgio Corbo
  Marc Cordoba
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

* Blase Cormier
* Hagen Corrigan
* Mary Couturier
  Mark Thomas Crane
  Sean Crosby
  Miguel Cruz Villanueva
* Nancy Cuadra Martinez
  Shane Cummiskey
* Nicholas Curtis
* Benjamin Cvitkusic
* Mikayla D’Atri
  Juan De Los Rios
  Nicholas DeStefano
* Cameron DeCristofaro
  Erica Delaney
  Phillip DeOliveira
  Zachary Depaulo
* Shahe Der Torossian
* Gino De Simone
  Kaitlyn DeVall
* Mitchell Bryant Devlin
  Erin Deyoe
* Jenny Do
  Trang Thi Yen Do
  Kyle R. Dompkouski
  Raphael Uriel Samuelson Dossou
* Connor Downs
** Joseph Dulock
  Filipe Durante Poczekwa Prando
* Linda Eang
  Jack Ebert
* Alexandra Edinak
  Aref Elbeik
  Abdullah Elhussaini
  Jacob Elias
  Denis Elliott
  Nazli Erdogan
  Nicholas Escarria
  Darian Espinal
* Hasan Esrawi
  Adora Faber
  Hankai Fang
* Nick Farzanfar
  Jemanie Feagin-Belfon
* Jayla Fernandes
  Brenden Ferreira
** James Fisher
  Andres S. Franck Bravo
  Xiaotong Fu
  Eliot Fumante
  Milica Gajic
  Lucian Galante
*** Kaylee Gallagher
  Deysi Garcia
  Fernando Garcia Lince
  Isabella Garcia Treviño
  Laura Natalia Garcia-Lozano
** John Garrity
  Osvaldo Garzon
  Federico Luca Gatti
* Jeyson Gaviria
  Meghan Gazard
* Dagmawi Gebeeyehu
  Mauricio Gerlein
** Johannes Severin Elias Glade
  Ana Sofia Gomez
  Andrea Victoria Gonzalez
* Michael Goodin
* Serena Gorash
  Benjamin Griffin
  Zachary Kamal Guendouli
  Malik Hafiani
  Tiara Maame Efua Haizel
* Cole Hamparian
  Nicolas Glinski Handal
*** Jason Harding
  Caline Hatem
** Daniel Christopher Hayes
  Louise M. Healey
  Kelly Healy
  Alex Heghanian
*** Megan A. Henderson
  Breanna Henry
* Christina Hickey
* Duong Hai Ho
  Michael Ho
*** Anh Hoang
* Kira Mae Hodson
  Lucas H. Hoge
** Mikayla Joycelynn Hopkins

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Xiaotong Hu
* Yilong Hu
* Jiawen Huang
* Yinglin Huang
Benjamin Hudak
Derek Humphreys
Anh Huynh
* Ngan Nguyen Bich Huynh
Ryan Inchaustegui
* Meifil Nathazyta Itaar
* Patrick F. Ivers
Mohamed Jaidah
* Dallas Marcel Jeter
Matthew Johannes
*** Emma Johnson
* Anne Jori Novo
Tejas Joshi
** Halie Judkins
*** Katya Kantorski
*** Erisa Kapllani
Stefano Kauffmann
* Marissa Kearney
* Michaela Keating
Joshua Keizer
Ian Kelley
Amy Kerr
Carlo Khouri
Reece Klein
** Sara Kobayashi
* Taryn Kohler
Gloria Kondo
Ioannis Kopolas
** Victoria Kotyk
Hao Thuy My La
* Daniel Labejsza
** Anne Lackey
** Joycelyn Joanne Lagasse
Ryan Lague
Shane Lake
*** Gia Vu Lam
* Owen Langone
Maria Latre Duran
** Linh Le
* Nhi Mai Khanh Le
* Le Minh Phuong
** Kyle Leary
Nicolas Lechere Caraza Campos
* Carmela Leo
Alexander Leon
** Cherissa Leon
Jo Yew Leong
** Brianna LeRose
Zhouxue Li
Letaya Liles-Moses
Taylor Linebaugh
Jia Hao Liu
Yuxuan Liu
Mario Lombardi
Michael A. Luciano
Wai Lwin
** Hoang Ly
* Avery Nichole Lynch
** Leah Nicole Cruz Magno
* Matthew Magoon
Emily Maguire
* Murtada Mahmood
Syed Zohaib Mahmood
Chengyi Mai
Irina Malin
Macy Malooly
Lorenzo Mari
Stephan Marin Betancurt
Jacob V. Markman
Francisco Martinelli
Michaela Matthews
Jose Mazariegos
** Courtney McCabe
* Timothy McCarthy
Luke McLaughlin
* Cameron McPhee
* Patrick Joseph McQuillen
Mark McWilliams
Jorge Medina Reyes
*** Malaika Nitin Mehta
Shayla Mejias
* Jordan Miller
Michael Minervino, Jr.
** Varuna Mirchandani
Dmitrii Mishin
** Taylor Monteiro
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

* Kyana Mora
** Joseph Lopes Moreira
Matthew Mostyn
Rommel Mulugeta
Alexa Eleni Munroe
Marie-France Muyumba
* Saif Nabulsi
Trevor Nadeau
Tristan Nagiba
** Anna-Marie Nakashian
Christos Nassiopoulos
* Emma Neilander
John Nemeczky
Rachel Ng
** Alyssa Nguyen
* Brandon Nguyen
* Emily Nguyen
* Lam Nguyen
** Linh Nguyen
Ly T. Nguyen
Ryan Nguyen
* Thu Minh Nguyen
** Tien Thuy Nguyen
* Truong Nguyen
* Van Nguyen Thi
* Jake Nielsen
* Danil Nikitenko
*** Hailey Norris
Erges Nuredinaj
Liam Nye
Savannah O’Brien
Ryan O’Connell
** Liam O’Toole
* Domenico Alexander Odoguardi
* Daniel Offor
Anahid Lily Ohanyan
* Hailee OKeefe-MacDonald
Chloe Olaviwole
* Alexus Olive
Victoria Oliveira
Miguel Padrino
* John Northrup Palmer
* Alexandros Iliasa Papadimitriou
Maria Julia Papadopoulos
Daniel Parizher

Priyak Parvez
* Abhy Patel
Damini Patel
* Helli Nitin Patel
* Helly Patel
Prit Patel
Rushi Patel
* Diana Pena Acosta
Christian Perez
Francis J. Perfetuo III
Keith J. Perry
Christian Geoffrey Petty
Duy Minh Pham
*** Huan Pham
Pham Pham
* Alex Alexey Pikul
Gracinete Pontes
Sebastian Porras
** Alicia Poulin
* Michael Thomas Power
Bill Preytis
* Domenico Priante
* Olivia Pukaite
** Xiaowen Qin
Guanzhang Qu
* Kevin Rakowski
Meraliz Ramos
Karla Regus
* Jacob Remington
* Intissar Rhandour
Sydney Richard
Laurence Ring
Brian Rivas
Jessica Rivera
Jose Manuel Rivero Andreu
Joseph Robinson
* Daniel Roche
** William Roche
*** Maximiliano Rodriguez
Lissy Rodriguez Rivas
** Tyler Rogers
* Skylar O. Rojik
Nikholas Romain
* William Rowe
Daniel Ruiz

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bachelor of Science in Business Administration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yi Ru</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Jenna Rusconi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Ross Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Russo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Edward Ruykhaver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Stephen Rykola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar Saad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerardo Saenz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiman Salih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jameel Samman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafael Santiago Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Sofia Sanchez-Erazo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renato Sansotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Ayva Schiff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Selden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haik Semerdjian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murat Semiler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfredo Serrano Figueroa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sameer Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* David Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jixiang Shi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Marie Shuttleworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Robert Silva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Caden Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daina Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Niko Spadea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Angelina Spiropoulos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Mingze Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lane Szczygiel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tal Tabib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Lindsey Taglienti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Takyra Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dejolie Tchoumi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iain Teixeira Biaye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Andrew James Tham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Jason Thedo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Greta Thurston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Thy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Tierney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathon Tinker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohamed Togo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Michael Tracchia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Chau Bao Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Jackie Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quynh Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Stephen Trofimow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Julianna Trost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Ngan My Truong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Wai Lun Jason Tsang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Vaillancourt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Elie Ezer Vaturi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Laura K. Velez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Anthony Joseph Vedic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Samantha Vingers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Tina Vo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell Vredenburgh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew James Walbridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shouhan Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuo Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yili Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Washock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Alec Webber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Patricia Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugo W. Wiberg, IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diavian Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*** Breanna Winshman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bezawit Woldemichael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Wright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzhuang Xu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zihan Yan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Yuqi Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Qiuju Ye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mingyu Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Jenna Zampitella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Zanca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Lucia Zapata Izquierdo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karima Hadjer Zehouane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaoshen Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanying Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenxuan Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmine Zhen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Rosa Zhen Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keying Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Joanna C. Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickolas Zotos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Michaela Angela Zouharis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Summa Cum Laude ** Magna Cum Laude * Cum Laude
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL HONORS SCHOLARS

Eralb Akshia
Ilda Ascic
Jacob Beaulieu
Alexandra Brand
Madison-Rose Britto
Karina Bua
Johny Bui
Samantha Cannan
Lacey Chambers
Connie Cheung
Aubrey Clark
Dylan Comtois
Mary Couturier
Nicholas Curtis
Benjamin Cvirkusic
Shahe Der Torossian
Jenny Do
Jayla Fernandes
Kaylee Gallagher
Jason Harding
Megan Henderson
Kira Hodson
Mikayla Hopkins
Emma Johnson
Halie Judkins
Katya Kantorski
Erisa Kapllani
Taryn Kohler
Joycelyn Lagasse
Owen Langone
Carmela Leo
Cherissa Leon

Brianna Lerose
Leah Magno
Matthew Magoon
Courtney McCabe
Malaika Mehta
Anna-Marie Nakashian
Lam Nguyen
Domenico Odoguardi
Hailee OKeefe-Macdonald
Alexus Olive
Liam O’Toole
Daniel Roche
Tyler Rogers
Jenna Rusconi
Ayva Schiff
Alfredo Serrano Figueroa
Angelina Spiopoulos
Lindsey Taglienti
Takyna Taylor
Greta Thurston
Michael Tracchia
Jackie Tran
Julianna Trost
Rebecca Truong
Laura Velez
Anthony Vidic
Tina Vo
Breanna Winshman
Lucia Zapata Izquierdo
Michaela Zouharis

GRIFFIN FELLOWS

Ana Campos
Arla Cenomeri
Faye Cheng
Daniel Hayes
Christina Hickey
Anh Hoang
Ryan Inchaustegui
Victoria Kotyk
Anne Lackey
Gary Liu

Irina Malin
Varuna Mirchandani
Alyssa Nguyen
Helly Patel
Huan Pham
Olivia Pukaite
Laurence Ring
Skylar Rojik
Sofia Sanchez-Erazo
Chu Tran
HONOR SOCIETIES

PI ALPHA ALPHA

Sandy Matava, Faculty Advisor

Suffolk University is a charter member of the National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration. Students must have a minimum cumulative GPA in the top 20 percent of eligible students.

Christina Broughton
Emma Patricia Feeley
Nicole Marie Hamwey
Elizabeth Gallerizzo Hartsgrove

BETA GAMMA SIGMA

Ming Cheng and Omer Gokalp, Faculty Advisors

Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma, the National Honor Society for accredited business programs of AACSB International, is the highest national scholarship honor that a student in a school of business or management can achieve. To be eligible for membership, students must rank in the top 10 percent of their junior or senior class or the top 20 percent of their master’s class.

BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Linda Adoube
Chloe Beaulieu
Fiona Braco
Alexandra Cifaratta
Aubrey Clark
Tin Dang
Alexandra Edinak
Daniel Hayes
Megan Henderson
Emma Johnson
Erisa Kapllani
Alexandra Kontis

Emma Nguyen
Ly Nguyen
Michelle Nguyen
Liam O’Toole
Tyler Rogers
Angelina Spiropoulos
Arbisa Trebicka
Laura Velez
Anthony Vidic
Mai Vu
Malia Wessman

MASTER’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Michael Aitchison
Gherardo Astaldi
Scott Carlson
Maureen Dooley
Amanda Farrell
Emma Kristal
Gibson Laborde
Tania Melkonian

Anna Mikhailova
Abraham Pena
Ana Perez Rivera
Puthimon Ruckpoung
Michael Sorrentino
Zachary Tran
Jonathan Vechmamontien
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

Prelude
Boston Brass Ensemble
Dave Burdett, Conductor

Processional
(Please rise)

Academic Procession
Jane Mancini, BSJ ’81
Marshal
Marie Aurea Bonin, MSMHC ’22
Donna Meredith Montgomery, MAC ’22
Katelyn Arielle Norwood, BA ’22
Abigail Caitlin West, BS ’22
Student Marshals

Call to Commencement Exercises
Krisanne Bursik
Interim Dean, College of Arts & Sciences

National Anthem
Angela Augustin, BS ’22

President’s Remarks
Marisa J. Kelly
President

Presentation of Candidate for Honorary Degree
Rebecca Stone
Assistant Professor, Sociology & Criminal Justice

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters

Commencement Address
Manuel A. Lopes
Executive Vice President for Public Markets and Government Relations,
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts

Class Greetings
Matyas Csiki-Fejer, BS ’22

Conferring of Graduate Degrees

Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees

Closing Remarks
Krisanne Bursik

Recessional
KEYNOTE SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT:
MANUELA A. LOPES

Manuel A. (Manny) Lopes has a long history of working to improve healthcare quality, access, and equity for residents of the Commonwealth.

Since 2021, he has served as executive vice president for public markets and government relations for Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, the largest private health plan in Massachusetts.

Previously Lopes served as president and chief executive officer of East Boston Neighborhood Health Center, the largest community health center in Massachusetts and one of the largest in the US. Under his leadership, the center increased its number of patients served by nearly 40% and added two new state-of-the-art facilities.

Lopes is the cofounder and founding chair of the Community Care Collaborative, the largest Medicaid accountable care organization in Massachusetts, and cofounder of Advocates for Community Health, a national advocacy organization for innovative health centers focused on equity and impact.

A former chair of the Boston Public Health Commission Board, he serves on both the Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce and the Institute of Contemporary Art’s board of directors. He received his MBA from Northeastern University’s D’Amore-McKim School of Business.
Candidates for
GRADUATE DEGREES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN ECONOMICS

Sunil Pokharel
Dissertation: Essays on Corruption and Taxation

Daraboth Rith
Dissertation: Essays on the Impact of Oil Prices

Kevin Rogers
Dissertation: A Full Universal Basic Income for the United States

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Lauren Irene Grenier
Dissertation: Finding Community in Crisis: Service-learning Mentoring to Transform Higher Education

Kayla Aubrey Lord
Dissertation: An Evaluation of the Construct Validity of Rejection Sensitivity

Rose Luehrs
Dissertation: The Role of Trauma Exposure in the Onset and Trajectory of OCD and Related Clinical Symptoms: A Mixed Methods Investigation

Elena Molokotos
Dissertation: Reward-Related Predictors of Relapse in Smokers

McKenna Parnes
Dissertation: Mentoring Relationships for ACES Exposed Youth: Examining Longitudinal Impacts Using the ADD Health Dataset

Natasha Ramanayake
Dissertation: Health Care Leaders’ Role in Organizational Cultural Responsiveness

Alora Rando
Dissertation: The Potential Suppressive Function of Rumination: An Investigation of Rumination as an Emotion Regulation Strategy in Response to Sad Mood

Abigail Waters
Dissertation: Structural Connectivity in the Predictive Interoception System and Recovery After Mild Traumatic Brain Injury: A Track-TBI Study

CERTIFICATE OF DISABILITY SERVICES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Madison Bennet Steinman

MASTER OF ARTS IN APPLIED POLITICS

Jacob Beauchesne
Douglas Bennett
Ashley Jessica Bodden
Hannah Bolster
Candelaria Buten
Keffrey Foster

Lindsay Gavin
Mikaela Linder
Kostas Loukos
Thomas Skehill
Grace Voll
James Walsh
## Master of Arts in Communication

Matthew Aliberti  
Juliana Araujo  
Ezra Bezaliel  
Jaclyn Carrigg  
Yuchao Guo  
Zoe Kesting-Handly  
Sarah Kiely  
Abigail Kinlin  
Junxi Lin  
Donna Meredith Montgomery  
Angelica Maria Nieves  
Nicholas Perenick  
Amelia Roberts  
Rachel Joanne Small  
Alexandra Lee Thaller  
Keira Krenek  
Xinrui Wang  
Brittany A. Yapp

## Master of Arts in Global Public Policy

Krystal Brogaard  
Askani Cruz  
Terina Marie Keller  
Mariam Kone  
Carina Melissa Krautli  
Min-Fang (Amber) Luo  
Matthew Charles Morano  
Nicholas Nunez  
Evan Scott Winslow

## Master of Arts in Graphic Design

Ebtehal Afghani  
Rama Amr  
Teresa Brage  
Erin Mabee  
Melissa Baez  
Corey Piccione  
Meghna Shetty  
Deandra Turner  
Abigail Weston

## Master of Arts in Interior Architecture

Fatemeh Abdoli  
Meredith Iten  
Amanda Sangster  
Juliana Sheff  
Christina Maysha Tan  
Kahani Vyas

## Master of Education in Administration of Higher Education

Victoria Barnaskas  
Tyler Dean Crespi  
Meghan Foley  
Marsha Alicia Inniss  
Uyen Tran Tan Larosa  
Katherine Elizabeth Theriault  
Dana Trivigno  
Ashley Van Vechten  
Taylor Wasylik

## Master of Science in Applied Developmental Psychology

Matthew K. Attaya  
Molly DuBuc  
Alexandria Onuoha

---

*Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.*
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Molly Becker
Courtney Collins
Katherine Isabel Escobar
Jessica Fields

Treva Muire Kennedy-Pyres
Anna G. Larson
Molly Elizabeth Yi Zhi Sedney Sawdy

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CRIME & JUSTICE STUDIES

Yvonne Cristy
Arielle Derival
Miranda Desir
Jennifer-Rose Dicecco
Ashley Fahey
Sarah Rebecca Fine

Lariona Terese Jacobs
Brittany Marshall
Vera Muntean
Ryan Marino Poma
Olivia Valdez

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ETHICS & PUBLIC POLICY

Nicholas Robert Raby

Leslie van Berkum

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL DOSIMETRY

Matthew Ted Bukowski
Renée DiNocco
Benjamin Harrington
Christopher Markley

Jennifer Thuy Nguyen
Fariha Sultana Omar
Abigail Scheffler
Tangang Ashley Shikei

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING

Carolyn Balparda
Marie Bonin
Haley Cramer
Emma Denelsbeck
Emily Ann Galbraith
Bonnie Gregory
Rilyee Lenore Kniskern
Colleen Nicole Manning
Brittany Marshall

Hannah Mendygral
Lyn Nakashima
Andrew Nickerson
Carmen Cristina Panzarini
Kathryn Parry
Natasha Pawa
Rachel Quetschenbach
Brianna Spagna
Sarah Elise Woolard

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

Scott Campanella
Candidates for

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
*** Inna Abalyan, BA
Isabel Abdallah, BA
• George Abou Raad, BS
Olivia Grace Acevedo, BS
Etsubdi Adgeh, BGS
• Julia Ahaesy, BS
Ferhat Akgun, BS
Shahrouz Zain Alam, BS
• Dimukhamed Alchinbayev, BA
• Mohammed Alghannam, BS
Lineu Almada, BA
Ali Almamoori, BFA
Arianna Almanzar, BS
Fehr Almehdar, BS
• Adriana Alonso, BA
Maha Amer Alsufyani, BS
Sultan Alsultan, BA
Davis Altimonte, BS
• Jennifer Alvarez-Mendoza, BS
Yvena Amazan, BA
*** Jonah Andersen, BA
*** Elizabeth Anderson, BA, CRTP
Gabriella Andrade, BFA
• Haley Andre, BS
Deaires Andrews, BS
• Emilis Argueta, BA
Jennifer Argueta, BA
Chloe Armbrustmacher, BFA
• Kasey Armstrong, BA
Paige Arvidson, BS
*** Madison Ashworth, BA
*** Emane Assita, BS
Angela Saulie Augustin, BS
• Brittany Ayinde, BA
• Lily Ayotte, BA
• Olivia Azzarito, BA
• Michael Balestra, BA
• Kaylee Barbarossa, BS
*** Madlynn Bard, BA
• Jules Barker, BS
• Christopher Barrett, BS
Sophia Basile, BA
• Madison Bearden, BS
Reya Begum, BA
Joseph Belanger, BS
*** Marley Taylor Belanger, BA
Hannah Mae Beliveau, BA
Sara Suzanne Bellew, CRTP
Mackenna Belton, BS
Malak Benabicha, BA
Christina Bendik, BA
Thomas Bennett, BA
• Cailyn Benson, BS
• Hannah Benson, BS
• Austin Berchen, BS
• Hunter Berube, BA
• Kailey Bibber, BS
Edward Birch, BS
• Sarah Bishop, BA
Cody Black, BA
• Yocelin Blanco Mejia, BA
Anastasia Bolkwadze, BA
Hannah Bolster, BA
• Jacob Bornstein, BS
Natasha Botis, BA
• Margaret Boucher, BA, CRTT
Nada Boufteh, BA
Cheyenne Bourgeois, BS
Sarah Bourouis, BA
• Jill Boyajian, BS
Christopher Boyle, BS
Giorgia Irini Boza, BS
Alton Dennis Brailovskiy, BS
• Camarey Bretn, BA
• Benjamin Bricker, BA
• Kyle Gordon Brooks, BS
Christiana Brown, BS
• Lydia J. Brown, BS
Portia Brummitt-Vachon, BA
• Amanda Buchan, BA
• Yogeeta Devi Buchan, BS
Kristina A. Buchanan, BS
• Erin Elizabeth Buckley, BS
• Jeremy Budrow, BS
• Emily Bui, BS
Emma Victoria Burgueño, BA
Morgan Burns, BS
• Kyle Burzycki, BA
Maria Jose Bustamante Figari, BS
Mingjie Cai, BFA
*** Esmeralda Callejas, BA, CRTT
Shane Tricia Camania-Oira, BS

Full degree names can be found on page 38.
Chara Campbell, BS
*** Adriana Cano, BA, CRTP
Maria Virginia Cano Rivero, BS
Maryam Canty, BS
Heidi Cao, BS
Victoria Andreina Caracciolo, BA
* Julia Carfagno, BS
Jayda Carle, BA
* Sydney Carter, BS
Jocelyn E. Cary, CRTP
* Logan Casey, BA
** Michaela Casey, BS
Giovanni Cassella, BA
* Andrew Castano, BS
Alejandro Castrillon, BFA
Laura Castro Ramirez, BA, CRTP
* Jackson Chadwick, BA
* Elias J. Chambers, BA
Kelysha Chambers, BS
*** Nancy Michel Chammas, BA
Anna Chan, BS
*** Samantha Chase, BA
Nicole Chong, BA
* Mallika Trigun Choudhari, BA
* Niya A. Cinquegrano, BA
* Lauryn Faith Ashdene Clarke, BS
*** Adia Clifford, BA
Brooke Cloak, BS
*** Abigail Ryan Cluff, BS
*** Jenna Coladarci, BS
Andrew Collari, BS
** Joshua Combs, BS
*** Lauren Comeau, BA
* Orest Como, BS
* Gabriella Conforti, BA
Margaret Marie Conley, BS
Melissa Contover, BA
* Nicholas Cook, BS
Madison Coolidge, BA
** Harriet Cosslott, BS
** Hannah Costello, BA
Thomas Costello, BS
* Shana Cote, BS
Ariyana Cotton-Cugno, BS
* Imad Coulibaly, BS
* Lillian Courtney, BA
Nikolai Courtney, BA
*** Ryan Marie Coyle, BS
* Conor Creane, BA
Kelsey Cronin, BA
*** Matyas Csiki-Fejer, BS
* Bladimir Cuevas, BA
* Reviola Cuko, BA
* Dominique Noel Cyr, BA
Mia Olivia Dalessio, BS
Kayla Dalton, BS
** Paige D’Ambrosio, BA
Teresa S. DaVeiga, BS
** Sarah Davids, BA
Michelle Davis, BS
* Mitchell Davis, BS
Isabel Maria De Izaguirre, BA
** Jocelyn Michelle De Paz, BS
** Gabriella DeComo, BA
Isabel Olivia Nassar Deeb, BS
* Kira Defranza, BS
Jordan DeGiacomo, BS
* Tess DeNisi, BA
Ashley Deolmos, BS
** Joshua DePeel, BS
** Nate Vartan DerHagopian, BA
* Emmanuel Desir, BA
Caitlin Mary Devlin, BA
* Emily Devlin, BA
* Clara Lucia Dewar, BFA
* Kate DiDucca, BFA
* Daniel DiGiacomo, BS
Devon Distefano, BS
* Onesha Dixon, BS
Payton Dockus, BS
Grace Dodge, BS
* Artiom Dolghi, BS
Meghan Elizabeth Donahue, BS
*** Thomas Dong, BS
Jesse D’Orsi, BS
Falena Dos Santos, BS
*** Eric Doty, BA
*** Molly Dowd, BS
* Lilya Dreik, BA
*** Valerie Daniela Dubinsky, BA
** Olivia Duke, BA
*** Ryan Dunk, BA

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Leah Grace Duperron, BS
*** Meagan Dyer, BA
* Benjamin Eilert, BS
Maya Eisenhaur, BS
* Dahlia Hisham Elamin, BS
*** Nina Elfakih, BA
* Caleb Elfland, BA
* Niv Elka, BA
* Molly Paige Ellis, BS
*** Caroline Elizabeth Enos, BS
* Kendra Enos, BS
Arvin Erdene, BS
* Rachel Daye Esteves, BA
* Kyle Fabrizio, BS
MaryRose Fadel, BA
* Ashley Fahey, BS
Leo Fahey, BA
Ashley Fairchild, BS
Hannah Farias, BS
Aisha Fatima, BA
Nicholas James Faucher, BFA
* Zekun Feng, BS
Macy Fernance, BFA
Erin Elizabeth Field, BA
*** Elizabeth Rose Finn, BA
Laura FitzGerald, BS
*** Lindsey Ann Fitzgerald, BA
* Marissa Fitzgerald, BA
* Eve Flederman, BFA
* Carolyn Fletcher, BS
Misael Flores-Artica, BS
* Tavish Fogarty, BA
* Isabelle Foley, BA
* Briana Forgione, BS
* Noah Joseph Forgue, BS
Nathan Foxman, BA
*** Natalie Fraioli, BS
Imana Francis, BFA
*** Brianna L. Franklin, BS
Blake Fream, BFA
* Mark Frey, BS
Nicholas Frieburger, BA
Laurel Frisbee, BA
Mariah Fritz, BA
* Lauren Frost, BS
Mary Fulford, BA
Olivia Fuller, BA
*** Matthew John Gadbois, BS
* Hilary S. Gahran, BS
* Renata Gaifullina, BA
* Austin Robert Galinelli, BA
Elena Syvan Galland, BS
* Jacob Gamba, BA
Maxwell George Gamble, BFA
*** Ryan Garabedian, BS
Delylah Garcia, BS
Samantha Yvette Garcia, BA, CRTT
Seana Gardella, BS
Ryan Garton, BS
* Jessica Gass, BA
* Diana Mireya Gastelum, BS
** Adam Joseph Gaudet, BS
** Kelly Gaunya, BA
* Lindsay Gavin, BS
*** Clara Jane Gay, BS
** Samantha Geierman, BA
* Nathan Gendron, BS
*** Hayley R. Gervais, BA
Ja’Cinthya Ja’Nae Gilbert Crossdale, BS
Vania Crisstiany G., BS
** Charles Gobert, BA
*** Elisabeth Goemaere, BFA
* Jaliyah Danielle Gonsalves, BA
Taylor Ann Gonsalves, BA
** Cecilia Gonzalez, BA
Yolanda Gonzalez Garza, BS
Haley Gordon, BS
*** Alexander Gorski, BA
* Anna Grace, BS
Hannah Graves, BS
James Greene, BFA
* Isabel Greenstein, BA
* Marissa Guirguess, BS
** Shannon Haines, BA, CRTT
** Autumn Kathryn Hall, BA
* Toni-Ann Hall, BA
** Allison Hanna, BA
Anneliese Hardiman, BS
Rhiannon Hardy, BA
Hayley Harrison, BS
* Catherine Hartzhorn, BS
*** Hoaka Alohilani Hashimoto, BA

Full degree names can be found on page 38.
** Youssef Hassan, BA
* Declan Hayes, BA
  Nicholas Hayman, BFA
  Nathanael Haynes, BS
* Zhipei He, BA
  Noah Hebert, BS
  Rebecca Hebert, BS
*** John Heeran, BA
  * Tessa Henningsen, BS
*** Madeline Herlihy, BA
  * Megan Herlihy, BS
  Sarah Marisol Hernandez De La Rosa, BS
  Amber Herrick, BS
  * Olivia Hess, BS
  * James Hicks, BS
  Rayan Hijazi, BA
  Renée Lynnette Hill, BS
  Tomas Hinrichs, BA
  Kaemon Hiraki, BA
* Robin Hockett, BFA
* Isabelle Holden, BFA
  Christopher Lawrence Horton, Jr., BS
  Alicia Hudak, BA
* Emma Claire Hudd, BA
*** Chloe Hudzik, BA
* Ava Huggins, BFA
* Julia Hunt, BS
*** Harrison Hunter, BA
  Annelise Hurley, BA
* Emily Hurtado Sierra, BA, CRTP
  Abdiwahab Ibrahim, BS
  Clara Iffland, BS
*** Anastasia Iglikova, BS
** David Ramos Inacio, BA
  Olyvia Innocent, BA
* Benjamin Isaak, BS
  Anna Iskra, BA
  Cameron John Paradis Jacobs, BS
** Anna Jacques-Haeberle, BA
  Lisa Salua Jedeoun, BA
* Renata Jimenez, BFA
*** Cassandra Jean Johnson, BA
** Hayley Johnson, BA
* Meghann Jones, BFA
*** Chryssabella Juliet Jones-Craig, BA
  Clara Jorritsma, BA
** Sydney Joseph, BS
  Jacqueline Kelley, BS
  Gregory Kelliher, BFA
  Aubrey Kelly, CRTP
*** Jacqueline Kelly, BS
  James Kennedy, BS
  Michael Kennedy, BS
* Samantha Kerrigan, BS
  * Georgia Kesidis, BS
  Jack Kesselman, BFA
  Charles Khan, BS
  Sanah Kim, BS
* Alexia Kimber, BS
** Anna King, BS
  Alexandra Kingsley, BS
  Baylee Kirk, BS
  Erik Kistler, BS
  Kathryn Andrea Kokkalis, BS
*** Madelynn Elizabeth Kolifrath, BS
  * Kendrick Koumba, BS
*** Sophia Anyela Joan Kozlowsky, BA
  Hena Kripalani, BA
*** Matthew Kutrolli, BA
** Arthur Lacerda, BA
** Justin T. Lahue, BA
  Jacqueline Lainez, BS
  Camille Lajoie, BA
*** Nina Lamarre, BA
* Minghui Lao, BA
  Gabriel LaRocque, BA
** Michelina Larson, BFA
  Shy Anne Laura, BA
  Giovanni Laurina, BS
  Kristiana Kimmy Le, BA
  Ashley R. Lebrun, BS
** Liang-Yi Lee, BFA
* Samantha Lee, BS
  Alexandra Leeming, BS
  Kaitlyn Lefebvre, BA
  Alejandra Leiva, BS
  Micheline Lemay, BS
  Danielle Lento, BS
  Victoria Lento, BA
  Ava Levis, BS
*** Julia Belmont Lewis, BA
Linda Nara, BA
Carolyn Nash, BA
* Luis Felipe Navarro Marzolla, BA
* Mackenzie Neary, BS
* Sara Nelson, BA
*** Kathy Nguyen, BS
* Thomas Nguyen, BA
** Van Dat Nguyen, BA
** Savanna Nolau, BA
** Teresa Normanly, BS
** Liam Norton, BS
*** Katelyn Norwood, BA
* Beste Noyan, BS
* Kenny Numic, BFA
* Adam Nur, BS
Kerin O’Brien, BS
Isabelle Oliveira, BS
*** Emily O’Rourke, BS
* Roisin O’Rourke, BS
*** Litzy Roxanna Ortiz, BA
* Sonia Pabla, BS
* Madison Paciello, BS
Jasmine Parker, BA
* Forum Bipin Patel, BA
Justin Patten, BS
Ross Patten, BA
** Mya Patton, BA
* Carley Pearce, BS
Danielle Pellegrino, BS
* Mario Peña, BA
* Chloé Mya Emma Peralto, BFA
Katherin R. Perez Bonilla, BS
*** Catherine Pergolis, BA
* Miguel Antonio Matos, BA
John Perry, BS
*** Jordan Perry, BA
*** Sebastian Peska, BS
* Brooklyn Peters, BA
* Celia Peterson, BS
Sarah Phengsavatdy, BA
*** Zoe Elizabeth Phillips, BA
* Camila Picardi, BS
*** Shelby Pickler, BA
*** Emily Mariela Piken, BA
Isabelle Pimenta Borges, BA
Leighton Pineiro, BA
Mateo Pita-Oliveria, BA
** Devany A. Pitsas, BA
Mariana Plata Lopez, BFA
*** Dai Podziewski, BA
*** Lucy Pollock, BA
Maria Ponce, BS
Carlotta Proietti, BA
** Sydney Provencher, BS
Diego A. Pujols, BS
* Isabella Puziewicz, BS
** Megan Mary Qualters, BA
Laurana Quesada Quiñones, BA
* Taylor Racette Murray, BA
** Trevor Rafferty, BA
* Sydney Ramos-Hurtado, BA
** Olivia Anne Rasmussen, BA
** Hannah Rawitscher, BA
* Jake Regulbuto, BA
** Lauren Remes, BA
Gaotian Ren, BS
* Kennedy M. Reyes, BS
Sonia Ricci, BA
* Katelynn Rice, BS
* Kelly Richardson, BS
* Ivanna Fuentes, BA
* Rachel Riley, BS
Alexandra Ring, BS
*** Natalia S. Ríos-Martínez, BS
* Rosangel Roa Ramirez, BS
*** Caitlin Robbins, BS, CRTP
Morgan Roberts, BS
* Thomas Roberts, BS
* Andrew Robitaille, BS
* Alyssa Schmitel Rocha, BS
* Caelin Rod, BA
Nicole Rodgers, BS
Allison Laura Rodrigues, BS
Joseph Rodriguez, BFA
Lionora Rodriguez, BS
* Andrea Rodriguez Josoy, BA
** Christina Rogers, BS
*** Paola Rojas Rodriguez, BS
* Steven J. Rossi, BS
* Veronica Lynn Rousseau, BFA
Yongyi Ruan, BS
Ariella Marie Russell, BS

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
Hailey Ryalls, BS
* Chloe Olivia Bycroft Ryder, BS
* Jamy Saade, BS
Johanna Saarela, BS
Anas Sabri, BS
** Gerald H. Saintil, BS
*** Anastasia Salisbury, BS
* Beatriz Hurst Sampaio de Faria, BA
* Gia Santaniello, BS
* Carine Rodrigues Santos, BS
* Darla Santos, BS
** Roth Santos, BA
*** Jillian Sargent, BFA, BS
* Natasha Savage, BS
Emma Scaglierini, BA
Kaylie Scalze, BA
*** Victoria Scheuren, BS
Moritz Schuster, BS
* Kiley Searles, BA
Francisco Segura, BS
Maya Sen-Jennings, BS
*** Avery Rose Serra, BA
Anushka Shah, BS
*** Patrick Augustus Shalvey, BA
** Steven Shamnoski, BS
Robert Shaw, BS
Julianna Sheridan, BS
Skyla Shibel, BS
*** Christopher Shields, BA
Gabriella Shkolnikov, BA
Taylor Shore, BS
* Alisha Shrestha, BS
* Breno de Lana Silva, BS
* Sarah Silvia, BS
** Hailee Ann Simmons, BA
MaryKate Simmons, BS
*** Dina Singh, BA
Manjot Singh, BA
Christopher Sliwa, BS
*** Collin R. Smith, BA
Joshua Smith, BS
* Kendall Smith, BS
* Connor Snow, BFA
*** Giovao Soares, BA
* Julia De Sa Soares, BA
* Sivheng Sok, BA
* Daniel Joseph Sokol, BS
* Robert Lewis Solari, BS
* Daniela Sofia Solis, BS
* Jessica Soto, BS
* Megan Soucy, BS
* Skyler Spanbauer, BS
* Emily Sparrow, BA
Ana Luiza Srur, BA
** Madeline St. Laurent, BA
** Marin Rose Stamer, BA
*** Kathryn Stapleton, BS
Alyxandra Starbard, BS
* Gretchen Stemmle, BA
* Dylan Sullivan, BA
** Ella Mercedes Solloway, BA
Alexander E. Svenson, BS
* Carson Sytner, BS
** Salma Khalid Abdulhadi Taher, BS
* Hanzhe Tang, BS
** Amelia Taussek, BS
Virginia Bernard Taylor, BS
Isaac Taylor-Young, BS
*** Yasmine Tebib, BA
Fabian Teixeira, BA
Melia Teixeira Ingram, BFA
Huang Teng, BS
Peter Teutsch, BA
** Clare Thomsen, BS
** Daniel Thurlow, BA
Sydney Tietz, BS
*** Patrisia Todorova, BA
** Hunter Toyoda, BS
Jessica Tran, BS
* Vivian Tran, BA
Hoang Vu Tran, BA
Christine Trannguyen, BS
* Massiagbe Vincenzia Nourha Traore, BA
** Kendyl Trott, BA
* Tenzin Tsega, BS
* Sayler Tyson, BA
Kenneth J. Uminski, Jr., BA
*** Olivia Valdez, BA
** Tatiana Isabel Vasquez, BS
Wilgen A. Veras, BS
Marie De Magdala Victor, BFA
Stephany Villatoro, BA

Full degree names can be found on page 38.
* Vanessa Vo, BS
* Julia Volpe, BS
*** Cayla Wade, BS
  Conor Joseph Walls, BS
  Isaiah Walter, BA
** Liya Wang, BA
** Makayla Warner, BA
  Sarah Tsuang Warner, BFA
  Connor Weathers, BA
  Emily Welling, BS
*** Abigail Caitlin West, BS
* Olivia Whalen, BA
*** Casey Whelan, BS
*** Sydallee Williams, BA
  Casey Williamson, BA
* Cameron Willox, BA
** Sera Ruby Wilson, BA
* Madelyn Wilson-Shattuck, BA
  Jia Wu, BS
  Nelson Wu, BS
  Magdaline Apostolos Xenidis, BS
  George Yeghyayan, BA
*** Jeffrey Yung, BS
* Anthony Zampella, BA
  Mohamed Ala Zghondi, BS
  Wen Jun Zhang, BS
  Mengchen Zhao, BS
  Tait Ziener, BS
** Nora Zientak, BA
* James Zimmer, BA
*** Kendall Zonghi, BA
* David Zou, BA
* Sarah Zysk, BFA

BA Bachelor of Arts
BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
BGS Bachelor of General Studies
BS Bachelor of Science
CRTP Certificate in Paralegal Studies
CRTT Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Inna Abalyan
Julia Ahaesy
Dinmukhamed Alchinbayev
Jonah Andersen
Brittany Ayinde
Madlynn Bard
Madison Bearden
Marley Taylor Belanger
Hunter Berube
Sarah Bishop
Portia Brummitt-Vachon
Erin Buckley
Kyle Burzycki
Maria Jose Bustamante Figari
Esmeralda Callejas
Adriana Cano
Michaela Casey
Logan Casey
Nancy Chammas
Samantha Chase
Mallika Trigun Choudhari
Abigail Cluff
Jenna Coladarci
Joshua Combs
Lauren Comeau
Shana Cote
Ryan Coyle
Matyas Csiki-Fejer
Paige D’Ambrosio
Sarah Davids
Michelle Davis
Jocelyn Michelle De Paz
Gabriella DeComo
Nate Vartan DerHagopian
Kate DiDucca
Molly Dowd
Valerie Daniela Dubinsky
Leah Grace Duperron
Meagan Dyer
Nina Elfakih
Elizabeth Finn
Laura FitzGerald
Laurel Frisbee
Lauren Frost
Matthew John Gadbois
Ryan Garabedian
Adam Joseph Gaudet
Clara Jane Gaudet
Hayley R. Gervais
Elisabeth Goemaere
Isabel Greenstein
Marissa Guirguess
Autumn Kathryn Hall
Toni-Ann Hall
Hoaka Alohilani Hashimoto
John Heeran
Madeline Herlihy
Olivia Hess
Rayan Hijazi
Harrison Hunter
Cassandra Jean Johnson
Chryssabella Jones-Craig
Jacqueline Kelly
Anna King
Madelynn Elizabeth Kolifrath
Sophia Anyela Joan Kozlowsky
Matthew Kutrolli
Michelina Larson
Victoria Lento
Julia Belmont Lewis
Matthew Lewis
Mikaela Linder
Sarah Locascio
Allison Lopes
Sarah Lukowski
Alexandra Majka
Rene Kathryn Maldonado
Nicolas Malm
Mathias Martinez
Alec Maskell
Madison E. McAloon
William Young McCain III
Giana Metta
Yinglin Miao
Ainsley Miles
Shawn Montgomery
Ainslee Moorehead
Emilee Morin
Venice Morris
Kamal Moussa
Molly Muhigi
Ashley Mulroy
Grace Murphy
Caitlin Murphy
Kathy Nguyen
Savanna Nolau
Teresa Normanly
Emily O’Rourke
Katherin R Perez Bonilla
Catherine Pergolis
Jordan Perry
Sebastian Peska
Zoe Phillips
Emily Piken
Dai Podziewski
Lucy Pollock
Megan Mary Qualters
Trevor Rafferty
Sydney Ramos-Hurtado
Olivia Anne Rasmussen
Natalia Rãos Martãnez
Caitlin Robbins
Alyssa Schmitel Rocha
Paola Rojas Rodriguez
Carine Rodrigues Santos
Chloe Ryder
Anastasia Salisbury
Roth Santos
Victoria Scheuren
Kiley Searles
Patrick Augustus Shalvey
Steven Shamnoski
Breno de Lana Silva
Dina Singh
Collin R Smith
Giovan Soares
Julia De Sa Soares
Sivheng Sok
Skyler Spanbauer
Madeline St Laurent
Marin Rose Stamer
Ella Mercedes Sulloway
Amelia Tausek
Yasmine Tebib
Clare Thomsen
Daniel Thurlow
Hunter Toyoda
Vivian Tran
Massiagbe Traore
Kendyl Trott
Sayler Tyson
Tatiana Isabel Vasquez
Vanessa Vo
Cayla Wade
Abigail Caitlin West
Casey Whelan
Jeffrey Yung
Kendall Zonghi
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS

BERT J. SAMIA SCHOLARS

Haley Andre
Brittany Ayinde
Joseph Barros
Marley Taylor Belanger
Kristina A. Buchanan
Jayda Carle
Michaela Casey
Samantha Chase
Abigail Ryan Cluff
Joshua Combs
Imad Coulibaly
Lillian Courtney
Paige D’Ambrosio
Mikayla D’Atri
Jocelyn Michelle De Paz
Onisha Dixon
Lilya Dreik
Jack Ebert
Caroline Elizabeth Enos
Kyle Fabrizio
Erin Elizabeth Field
James Fisher
Eve Flederman
Natalie Fraiolli
Brianna L. Franklin
Maxwell George Gamble
Adam Joseph Gaudet
Elisabeth Goemaere
Taylor Ann Gonsalves
Serena Gorash
Isabel Greenstein
Anneliese Hardiman
Jason Harding
Hayley Harrison
Megan Herlihy
Mikayla Joyceann Hopkins
Katya Kantorski
Joshua Keizer
Alexia Keizer
Michelina Larson
Samantha Lee
Kaitlyn Lefebvre
Matthew Lewis
Valerie Christelle Louis
René Kathryn Maldonado
Jordan Miller
Molly Muhigi
Ashley Mulroy
Sara Nelson
Katelyn Norwood
Domenico Alexander Odoguardi
Anahid Lily Ohanyan
Emily O’Rourke
Forum Bipin Patel
Danielle Pellegrino
Lucy Pollock
Michael Thomas Power
Olivia Pukaite
Trevor Rafferty
Rachel Riley
Darla Santos
Alisha Shrestha
Daniel Joseph Sokol
Robert Lewis Solari
Kathryn Stapleton
Alyxandra Starbard
Diavian Wilson
Breanna Winshman

GENO A. BALLOTTI SCHOLARS

Emily Devlin
Valerie Daniela Dubinsky
Hayley R. Gervais
Autumn Kathryn Hall
Matthew Kutrolli
Alexandra Leeming
Julia Belmont Lewis
Julia Claire Lockart
Malaika Nitin Mehta

Emily Mariela Piken
Caitlin Robbins
Jillian Sargent
Breno de Lana Silva
Madeline St. Laurent
Patricia Todorova
Ngan My Truong
Kendall Zonghi
COMMUTER AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS

Hannah Costello
Lauren Frost
Larissa S. Louissaint

DIVERSITY PEER EDUCATORS

Samantha Yvette García
Mateo Pita-Oliveira
Dina Singh

FULHAM SCHOLAR

Matyas Csiki-Fejer

HUB SCHOLARS

Nicole Buchanan
Tiara Maame Efua Haizel

NATHAN MILLER BOSTON SCHOLARS

Jennifer Alvarez-Mendoza
Jennifer Argueta
Ilda Ascic
Warheal Balata
Dahlia Hisham Elamin
Jiawen Huang
Abdiwahab Ibrahim
Minghui Lao
Shy Anne Laura
Dlek Mustafa Doski
Diana Pena Acosta
Takyra Taylor
Vivian Tran
Vanessa Vo

SAWYER AMBASSADOR

Emma Johnson

TRUSTEE AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS

Madlynn Bard
Julia Carfagno
Logan Casey
Jocelyn Michelle De Paz
Nina Elfakih
Diana Mireya Gastelum
Clara Jane Gay
Anna Grace
Hoaka Alohilani Hashimoto
Mikayla Joycelynn Hopkins
Katya Kantorski
Gerardo Saenz
Collin R. Smith
Gretchen Stemmler
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

Marisa J. Kelly, BA, MA, PhD
President

Julie H. Sandell, AB, PhD
Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

Amy Z. Zeng, BS, MS, PhD
Dean, Sawyer Business School

Krisanne Bursik, BA, MA, PhD
Interim Dean, College of Arts & Sciences

Andrew M. Perlman, BA, JD, LLM
Dean, Suffolk University Law School

Laura Sander, BA, MA, CTP
Senior Vice President, Finance and Administration, and Treasurer

John A. Nucci, BA, MPA ’79
Senior Vice President, External Affairs

Colm Renehan, BS, MSW, MSM, PhD
Senior Vice President, Advancement

Thomas Dorer, BA, MEd, JD
General Counsel

Donna Grand Pré, BA, MBA
Vice President, Admission and Financial Aid

Greg Gatlin, BA, MS
Vice President, Communications

Laura Ferrari, BS, MBA ’96, JD ’96
Interim Vice President, Student Affairs and Dean of Students

Joyya P. Smith, BA, MEd, EdD
Vice President, Diversity, Access & Inclusion

Michelle Quinlan, BS, MS
Vice President, Finance

Boris Lazic, BA, MS
Chief Human Resources Officer

Jennifer Ricciardi, BA, MEd
Assistant Vice President and University Director, Student Financial Services

Mary Lally, BS, MS
Assistant Vice President and University Registrar

Gary Fireman, BA, MA, PhD
Associate Provost, Assessment and Chief Data Officer

Rachael Kipp, BS, PhD
Associate Provost, Academic Planning and Accreditation

Dave Merry, BS, MA
Associate Provost and Executive Director, Center for Career Equity, Development & Success

Peter Fowler, BA ’97, MEd ’06
Assistant Provost, Retention

Michael Mullahy, BA, MBA
Assistant Vice Provost, Office of Research and Sponsored Programs

Roxana Morse, BS
Associate Vice President, Marketing and Branding

Amanda L. McGrath, BS, MS, CAGS
Associate Dean of Students

David J. DeAngelis, BS, MS
Associate Dean of Students

Dennis Harkins, BSBA ’15, MPA ’17
Assistant Dean of Students, Special Projects
### Sawyer Business School Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amy Z. Zeng, BS, MS, PhD</td>
<td>Dean, Sawyer Business School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Behnam, MBA, PhD</td>
<td>Senior Associate Dean/Dean, Graduate Programs &amp; Academic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine McCabe, BA, MA, PhD</td>
<td>Associate Dean/Dean, Undergraduate Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Riley, BA, MBA, PhD, CPA</td>
<td>Associate Dean, Online Programs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heather Hewitt, BSBA, MSM</td>
<td>Assistant Dean, Graduate Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim Larkin, BSJ '87, MEd '12</td>
<td>Assistant Dean, Undergraduate Programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen O’Brien, BS, CPA</td>
<td>Assistant Dean, Administration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### College of Arts & Sciences Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Krisanne Bursik, BA, MA, PhD</td>
<td>Interim Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Nolfo-Clements, BS, PhD</td>
<td>Interim Associate Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Lenzie, BA '92, MS '10</td>
<td>Assistant Dean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassandra McCarthy, BS '16, MBA '21</td>
<td>Assistant Dean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Board of Trustees

**Officers of the Board**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert C. Lamb, Jr.</td>
<td>Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Honorable Amy L. Nechtem, JD '85</td>
<td>Vice Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy J. Stack, MS '09</td>
<td>Secretary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Trustees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kent John Chabotar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan M. Connelly, MBA '01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Delisi, BS '04, JD '10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria A. DiPietro, BSBA '80, MBA '82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul J. Flannery, BSBA '83, MBA '90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia J. Gannon, MPA '97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Garvey, JD '72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth T. Gear, BSBA '89, JD '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernst Guerrier, BS '91, JD '94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael V. James</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Robert Johnson, BSBA '63, MBA '68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick F. Jordan III, EMBA '96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konstantinos Ligris, JD '01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stacy Mills, BSBA '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bevilton E. J. Morris, MBA '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Sawyer Parks, HDCS '82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan M. Rugnetta, BSBA '81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry E. Smith, BSBA '65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. J. Sullivan, BSBA '84, MBA '85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth J. Taubes, MBA '84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From its roots in an evening law class with a handful of students, Suffolk University has evolved into a global institution blending traditional and experiential learning with strong ties to partner organizations and mentors in Boston and beyond.

**Creating Opportunity**
From its earliest incarnation, Suffolk University has opened doors to students determined to better their lives through education.

Founder Gleason Archer hailed from rural Maine and worked hard to support his law school aspirations. He was fortunate in meeting a benefactor, George Frost, who paid for Archer’s education and asked only that Archer pass his generosity along to others. Archer took this advice to heart and in 1906 began teaching law in his home in the evenings.

**Commitment to Diversity**
Suffolk was a school at the forefront of embracing a diverse student population, with Black, Asian, Native American, and women students finding a home here since its earliest days. Celebrating diversity has always been at Suffolk’s core, making it the rich institution it is today.

The school now known as the College of Arts & Sciences was founded in 1934. Two years later the predecessor to the Sawyer Business School welcomed its first students. That same year all three schools were incorporated as Suffolk University. In time the University expanded from a night-school format to comprise a range of full- and part-time programs.

A tradition of public service was firmly established in Suffolk University’s earliest days. Many alumni have been elected to public office at the state, local, and national levels; some began their terms in office while studying at Suffolk. And Suffolk alumni work diligently on behalf of their fellow citizens in nonprofits, the judiciary, and policy-making positions at every level.
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT

At Suffolk University we are driven by the power of education, inclusion, and engagement to change lives and positively impact communities. Committed to excellence, we provide students with experiential and transformational learning opportunities that begin in the center of Boston, reach across the globe, and lead to extraordinary outcomes for our graduates.

THE UNIVERSITY TODAY

Building on the promise of its founding, Suffolk University continues to anticipate and respond to the needs of a diverse student body. Through carefully designed curricula, mentoring, networking, and service learning, the University creates opportunities that help students meet their goals.

Students combine classroom studies with experiential learning opportunities and career-shaping internships at influential institutions, and they forge strong, essential connections with professional mentors. Suffolk students benefit from their close proximity to Boston’s top employers, including the key business, health care, biotechnology, and start-up industries that define the city. Partnerships with the Museum of African American History, Boston Public Schools, the judiciary, Habitat for Humanity, and many other entities engage faculty members and students in groundbreaking scholarship and community participation. Upon graduation, Suffolk students are well prepared for success.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

The University’s reputation for excellence draws students from across the nation and around the world to its urban campus. Students come from a variety of economic and cultural backgrounds to contribute to and engage in a vibrant campus environment, with programming that enriches not only the academic, but also the social and personal experiences of all students.

In addition, they gain international experience as they study at the University’s Madrid campus and take advantage of additional study abroad programs, global travel seminars, and faculty-led study tours.

STRONG ALUMNI NETWORK

When they graduate, Suffolk students join a proud alumni community of more than 86,000 members who span the globe and are innovators and leaders in their fields. These Suffolk alumni are deeply invested in the success of today’s graduates.

For 116 years, Suffolk University has been transforming lives through its rich learning environment that positions students for professional and personal success. Those who best know the University realize that its success is driven by its dedicated community—the administrators, faculty and staff members, alumni, and students who create an exceptional academic environment.
The academic attire worn during Commencement originated at medieval universities. The long black gown, the basic garment of academic attire, was worn for warmth and to conceal food (and sometimes wine) to be consumed between lectures. The hood—the most colorful raiment—was used as a cowl, an alms sack, or to protect the wearer’s wig from the elements.

The color of the hood trimming signifies the wearer’s academic degree, and the hood lining reflects the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. Here are the colors you’ll see at today’s ceremonies:

- **White**—Bachelor of Arts
- **Yellow**—Bachelor of Science or Master of Science in Mental Health Counseling, Mental Health Counseling/MSCJS, Mental Health Counseling/MPA, Crime & Justice Studies, Crime & Justice Studies/MSCJS, Crime & Justice Studies/MPA, Crime & Justice Studies/JD, Medical Dosimetry, Applied Developmental Psychology, or Clinical Psychology
- **Copper**—Master of Science in Economics
- **Crimson**—Master of Arts in Communication
- **Magenta**—Bachelor of Science in Journalism
- **Sage Green**—Master of Healthcare Administration
- **Drab Olive**—Bachelor of Science in Business Administration or Master of Business Administration, Executive Master of Business Administration, or Master of Science in Business Analytics, Accounting, Finance, Marketing, or Taxation, or Master in Management and Organizational Leadership
- **Dark Blue**—Master of Arts in Applied Politics, Applied Politics/MPA, Global Public Policy, or Global Public Policy/MPA, or Master of Science in Ethics & Public Policy, Political Science, or Political Science/MPA
- **Peacock Blue**—Master of Public Administration
- **Light Blue**—Master of Education in Administration of Higher Education or Certificate of Disability Services in Higher Education
- **Blue/Violet**—Master of Arts in Interior Architecture or Graphic Design
- **Purple**—Juris Doctor

Business students inducted into the Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society wear a royal blue satin honor stole outlined in gold with the Beta Gamma Sigma key logo. Public administration students inducted into the Pi Alpha Alpha National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration wear blue-and-gold cords.

Other colors and patterns of stoles represent Suffolk University’s veteran population and student leadership and cultural groups.
The Mace

For each school ceremony, an alumni marshal leads the academic procession carrying a mace. The mace originally was a weapon; its ceremonial descendant confers an air of authority on those leading formal pageants. Student marshals also participate in the academic procession and carry smaller versions of the mace.

The University Seal

The Suffolk University seal features the University motto, *Honestas et Diligentia*, or Honesty and Diligence, and the founding year, 1906. The image comprises a standard and torch flanked by single stars, and Beacon Hill is pictured in the background.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME

Congratulations on your academic achievements and your graduation from the University.

Welcome to the Suffolk University Alumni Association. You are joining a network of more than 86,000 Suffolk graduates who are making extraordinary contributions to the life of Boston, the Commonwealth, the nation, and the world. This is only the beginning of a lifelong relationship with your alma mater.

We invite you to stay connected and show your Suffolk pride!

PLEASE NOTE THIS PROGRAM IS NOT AN OFFICIAL GRADUATION LIST. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy in this Commencement program, printing deadlines may result in the omission of some names and inclusion of names of persons not completing graduation requirements as intended. Academic honors listed in the program are based upon the earned grade point average at the end of the fall term. Final academic honors are calculated upon degree conferral. This printed program, therefore, should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status.